Page Design and Navigation Prototypes

For my project, my first page will show a Samsung Galaxy Note 4 Edge model pictures. There will be few pictures which shows front and back side view of device. So that way, user can get idea how the device looks. On the bottom right hand side, I will put a button on every single page. That will guide user to go to next page after he/she done with getting information on current page. Second page will show the internal parts of the device. And each of the parts will show briefly information. There will be video page at the end of the presentation.

My first page will be the welcome page:-
In second page I will be showing device review from side and front angle:-

Third page will show size of device, height and width:-
Next page will be showing In-Built functions features: - This page will gives Information about Camera, Connectivity, Memory, Battery, Network, Weight, AP, OS and Display.

At the end, there will be Video page. Which will be showing all the new features that note 4 Edge has.

In Conclusion: - My main idea was to make simple and easy presentation about The Note 4 Edge. I used “Next” and “Back” button, which will make easy for user to go to back and forth if she/he wants. I created detailed project, therefore I can elaborate information as much as I can. Which gives user an idea about new features of device.